What you’ll need:

- Some video content of between 4-10 minutes. (To stay within copyright guidelines, you may use clips of any material less than 5 minutes for educational use.)
- A Youtube or GMAIL account. (@umail.indiana.edu accounts don’t work)
- Some patience for students who are not sure how to log in.

Here’s what you do:

- Upload your video
- Navigate to the annotations tab to grab annotation URL (as seen below)
- Tell learners they need to have a Youtube or Google account to annotate
- Send learners the link to the annotations URL with instructions (the annotations URL is different from the “watch” URL)
- Have learners watch and re-watch, constructing a conversation which evolves iteratively

Here’s a practice URL we can use to try it out. It already has annotations from previous students.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5kMEGoMApTQ&layer_token=c23e0c6931689dc6

Find the annotations URL here under the “my videos” tab